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About This Game

CAFE 0 ~The Sleeping Beast~ is a supernatural mystery visual novel which is fully voiced in Japanese.
You don't need to play CAFE 0 ~The Drowned Mermaid~ to understand the story.

The MCs from both games visit the same cafe, but, aside from that, the stories are different.
Seycara Orchestra is in charge of the beautiful orchestral soundtrack.

STORY

The Present
The story starts in a village with an atmosphere akin to Europe in the 19th century.

There is a big noble villa there where Corliss Green is working.

One day she wakes up and finds herself in front of a weird café.
Noir, the waiter, tells her that she has already died, but failed to go to the heaven and, as a lost spirit, she ended up at the

entrance to Café 0.

He later gave Corliss a chance to return to a week before she died.

But does she really need to go to the heaven?
And what is the truth behind her untimely death?
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The Past
Sophie Evans works as a midwife.

She is a cheerful woman and everybody likes her.

What is her relation to the missing incident 15 years ago?

CAST

Corliss - Ayano

Nathan - Mayuki Sawae
Ethan - Tarou Yamada

Barclay - Nyoibou
Noir - Shinya

Sophie - Aonoi
Ed - Kyou Tsukikage

Eva/Emma - Remi Tamaki
MOB - Aonoi, Ayano, Kon, Kouto Saionji, Shiwasun, Komugi Tachibana, Hiko Morikawa, Nyoibou

THEME SONG

"Replay?"

Music: Souichi Sakagami（Trial & Error)
Lyrics: kikyow
Vocal: ming-zi

GUIDE

Simply choose the choice which shows heart in the same color on day 2 and 3 to get into the character's specific route. True
route will be available later after all character's routes finished.

ORIGINAL BGM

11 original orchestral soundtrack from Seycara Orchestra.
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Horrible game, nothing like expected. I have a ton of Early Access games which all are playable and most common bugs are
fixed. However this game is littered with them. Feels like an Unreal game that was developed in about 16 hours or less. Couldn't
gather bark, spawn was filled with mobs that would spawn kill you, requires too much eating which is just insane. Steam is
getting littered with all these fly by night games where any half-decent man\/woman that can use Unreal or Unity make a game
over night then promote it. With 10 reviews obviously it isn't popular. I will come back in a few months to see if any changes
have been made and will pull down this review if there is any good changes. For now, refunded as it isn't worth paying for a
game as it is barely in a playable stage. I am a developer myself and I fully support developers but it needs to have at least basics
down and be playable in order to charge for it. This should be a free demo then after the basic things are addressed then shoot to
paid so you can further develop it.. Super classic.. A decent game, but I can not recommend it because the price is too high. I got
this game for free and that's what I suggest you to do as well. Try to get this for free in a giveaway or when it is on a sale.

I rate this game  5/10 .. This game is super simple fun. Randomized levels keep the game fresh and you have to stay on your
toes. I recommend if you like infinite style runner games. 8\/10. Okay, I have to say this is one of the most fun games I've
played for 5 dollars EVER.

I literally have 9 hours and some change on it, all from today.

I couldn't put it down!

As others mentioned it's like Stardew Valley and Pokemon.

You have to find these runes to summon eggs which turn into monsters you can put in your party, You start out able to have two
others and your hero. Then you get up to three others to make yourself a four person party.

I feel like I've hardly scratched the surface of this game and I've been playing it for 9 hours.

I do wish they had all the different crafting areas in your farm, because you can find a ring to teleport you back there from
anywhere and then you have to run across town to find an alchemist. But that's a small complaint really.

If you like Stardew Valley and old school RPG type games where you pick attack, magic, items or defend, similiar to old school
Final Fantasy, this is a bargain!
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They are cute as heck but also a lot more powerful than the original IF and Compa. I've always felt IF and Compa in this game
are not that great really. But the chibi versions are on par with CPUs\/Candidates.

I do love how much a chuunibyou mini-IF is though lol.. Got this on sale for $2.49. Gamers who ignore the "PC Master Race",
have no idea what they are missing...

This game is indeed a winner. Tried it out for a quick few min. Turned out to be 1.5hrs

Much has already been said, so, I will say the one thing that stood out to me....

Videos, make this game look Frantic & Chaotic. I was pleasently suprised, to find out it plays at a far more reasonable pace,
than it appears. It's not a FREAK OUT AND BOUNCE ALL OVER THE PLACE SLASHING LIKE CRAZY game. You
think about which way to go, which key to use, which block to break, which enemy to go after. It's neat, and somewhat difficult
to explain.

The whole DIE & START OVER thing, sounds awful, but its not. Once you realize, getting as far as you can, in each run, IS the
game itself, you won't mind. If you kept going, it would actually hurt the game. Each time you start, little, progressive possitive
changes in your Character, make each run different. You suddenly can wizz past parts that were tough, go after that extra
prisoner, snatch that extra key, and.....aaaaaaaaaand.... MAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVER! Wooot!!

Give it a try. It may be a love it or hate it kinda game, but, looking at the 95% positive rating (out of 12500+ reviews!), Odds
swing in your favor.. I Dont understand soccer. Leaves me wanting more. Good time. This game is amazing , the factions , the
gameplay , the cards and their visualisations are so amazing , i recommend this game 10\/10. wore it for 2 minutes
meh.
5\/10
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